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D. Schuurmans and F. Southey, Local search characteristics of incomplete SAT
procedures
Effective local search methods for finding satisfying assignments of CNF formulae exhibit several
systematic characteristics in their search. We identify a series of measurable characteristics of local
search behavior that are predictive of problem solving efficiency. These measures are shown to be
useful for diagnosing inefficiencies in given search procedures, tuning parameters, and predicting
the value of innovations to existing strategies. We then introduce a new local search method, SDF
(“smoothed descent and flood”), that builds upon the intuitions gained by our study. SDF works by
greedily descending in an informative objective (that considers how strongly clauses are satisfied,
in addition to counting the number of unsatisfied clauses) and, once trapped in a local minima,
“floods” this minima by re-weighting unsatisfied clauses to create a new descent direction. The
resulting procedure exhibits superior local search characteristics under our measures. We show that
this method can compete with the state of the art techniques, and significantly reduces the number of
search steps relative to many recent methods.  2001 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
M.B. Do and S. Kambhampati, Planning as constraint satisfaction: Solving the
planning graph by compiling it into CSP
The idea of synthesizing bounded length plans by compiling planning problems into a combinatorial
substrate, and solving the resulting encodings has become quite popular in recent years. Most work
to-date has however concentrated on compilation to satisfiability (SAT) theories and integer linear
programming (ILP). In this paper we will show that CSP is a better substrate for the compilation
approach, compared to both SAT and ILP. We describe GP-CSP, a system that does planning by
automatically converting Graphplan’s planning graph into a CSP encoding and solving it using
standard CSP solvers. Our comprehensive empirical evaluation of GP-CSP demonstrates that it is
superior to both the Blackbox system, which compiles planning graphs into SAT encodings, and
an ILP-based planner in a wide range of planning domains. Our results show that CSP encodings
outperform SAT encodings in terms of both space and time requirements in various problems.
The space reduction is particularly important as it makes GP-CSP less susceptible to the memory
blow-up associated with SAT compilation methods. The paper also discusses various techniques in
setting up the CSP encodings, planning specific improvements to CSP solvers, and strategies for
variable and value selection heuristics for solving the CSP encodings of different types of planning
problems.  2001 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
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K. Larson and T. Sandholm, Bargaining with limited computation: Deliberation
equilibrium
We develop a normative theory of interaction—negotiation in particular—among self-interested
computationally limited agents where computational actions are game theoretically treated as part
of an agent’s strategy. We focus on a 2-agent setting where each agent has an intractable individual
problem, and there is a potential gain from pooling the problems, giving rise to an intractable
joint problem. At any time, an agent can compute to improve its solution to its own problem, its
opponent’s problem, or the joint problem. At a deadline the agents then decide whether to implement
the joint solution, and if so, how to divide its value (or cost). We present a fully normative model
for controlling anytime algorithms where each agent has statistical performance profiles which are
optimally conditioned on the problem instance as well as on the path of results of the algorithm run
so far. Using this model, we introduce a solution concept, which we call deliberation equilibrium.
It is the perfect Bayesian equilibrium of the game where deliberation actions are part of each
agent’s strategy. The equilibria differ based on whether the performance profiles are deterministic
or stochastic, whether the deadline is known or not, and whether the proposer is known in advance
or not. We present algorithms for finding the equilibria. Finally, we show that there exist instances of
the deliberation–bargaining problem where no pure strategy equilibria exist and also instances where
the unique equilibrium outcome is not Pareto efficient.  2001 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
G. Gediga and I. Düntsch, Rough approximation quality revisited (Research Note)
In rough set theory, the approximation quality γ is the traditional measure to evaluate the
classification success of attributes in terms of a numerical evaluation of the dependency properties
generated by these attributes. In this paper we re-interpret the classical γ in terms of a classic measure
based on sets, the Marczewski–Steinhaus metric, and also in terms of “proportional reduction of
errors” (PRE) measures. We also exhibit infinitely many possibilities to define γ -like statistics
which are meaningful in situations different from the classical one, and provide tools to ascertain
the statistical significance of the proposed measures, which are valid for any kind of sample.  2001
Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
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